FOREWORD BY COMMANDING OFFICER

As I write this foreword to the Pompadour the Battalion is well into
the second half of our tour in Belize, I still have a copy of the signal which
was sent to us in April warning the Battalion to be prepared to move to Belize.
Those last few weeks in April were to say the least hectic. But once again this
Battalion has proved that it is a highly flexible organisation and I believe we
can be justly proud of the quiet efficient manner in which we executed the move.
It did not take the Battalion long
The terrain and climate provide us with
operate. We are certainly fitter and I
mature as a result of this experience.
as being a sound professional Battalion
to operate in the jungle.

to settle down to the challenge of Belize,
an aggressive environment in which to
am sure in many cases wiser and more
The Pompadours have established themselves
which quickly mastered the skills necessary

Our families have had to contend with much as over the last 22 months we have
spent some 12 months on unaccompanied tours. The three splendid videos which we
received from the Rear Party in Colchester were not only an excellent morale
booster but also aptly illustrated the fortitude of our families in coping with
long periods of separation.
Belize has been an interesting experience for us all but it goes without
question that we are looking forward to our return in October and some long
overdue leave.

EDITORIAL
The success or otherwise of the "Pompadour" depends on contributions received
from companies, platoons and individuals.

We hope that you will find the articles,

cartoons, illustrations and photographs amusing, entertaining and informative,
Belize is, at the time of writing, very hot and humid and for those on patrol in
the jungle demanding both physically and mentally.

Nevertheless the Pompadour

sense of humour always prevails, perhaps more so when conditions are tough.
For the first time we have included notes from the units serving with us here
in Belize as part of our battle groups and combat teams, our own Gunner Battery,
38 (Seringapatam) Battery Royal Artillery and the troop from The 16th/5th Queens
Own Royal Lancers.
The Editorial staff thanks all contributors and hopes our readers find the
publication as entertaining as we did in putting it together.
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THE BELIZE CITY FIRE
At 1015pm on 17 June a fire broke out in Tigris Street in Belize City which
was initially tackled by The Belize National Fire Brigade but it soon got out of
control and fanned by stormy winds spread alarmingly through the wooden buildings
of the City.

The Airport Camp Fire Tender under command of the Provost Sergeant,

Sgt Spencer and manned by LCpl Miller and Pte Taylor were dispatched to the" scene
where they gallantly fought a section of the fire alongside the RAF crash crews
until the fire was extinguished at 2 o'clock in the morning.

Between 30 - 50

houses were destroyed.

Sgt Spencer, LCpl Miller and Pte Taylor pictured with the Force Fire Officer
Mr Bull after fighting the fire in Belize City.
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BEST AND RECUPERATION CELL
1.
The notes we offer to "The Pompadour" are a
statistical summary of numbers who have enjoyed R and R
leave to date, and comment on the associated procedures
and business which goes with it.
2.
Since 18 May 82, when the programme started over
450 personnel have taken leave, the majority being
processed through the R and R Cell in Airport Camp and
some direct from out-stations. This has involved very
detailed travel arrangements for most personnel often incorporating movement by
road, light aircraft, and boat to arrive at leave destinations. Amazingly, although
there have been many last minute hitches, due to inclement weather, illness, change
of plan, all to date have arrived and returned safely on schedule. The only
exceptions to this known to us are:
a.
Two individuals from Battle Group (South) who returned early from San
Pedro with Denge Fever.
b.

A soldier who fought a Barracuda fish (and lost) at San Pedro.

c.A very unlucky chap who had his wallet stolen in Miami which brought his
leave to an abrupt end.
d.
An individual who went on R and R in mid July 82 and apparently is enjoying
it so much he has not been seen since! Ho doubt he will receive his "leave
Questionnaire Proforma" in due course in an office other than this one !
3.
During the period under review, in pursuit of leave (including weekends in San
Pedro), there have been over 1,000 journeys by Maya Flights within Belize and over
200 International Plights. More than 300 passports have had Visas added and the
R and R Cell current vehicle has accumulated over 1,000 miles in journeys to and from
Belize City. The first vehicle on our charge was cast as has been a whole series of
drivers. There have been in excess of 100 passages on the boat "Fury" to and from
Placentia. Some BS63411 has changed hands in the R and R Cell for tickets. Much
of this has been repaid in travel claims apart from separation warrants issued to
families by the Rear Party all of which will involve approximately 3,000 entries on
leave record cards. The raffle of Free Airline Tickets has accumulated to date
over B$2,000 which is being used for the provision of sports and recreational
equipment.
4.
Throughout the remainder of August and into mid September we will witness further
groups of soldiers arriving with eager anticipation at the R and R Cell door (most
also seem to arrive wearing walkabout cassettes and headphones but little else!).
The other groups who of course arrive regularly are the suntanned and usually "skint"
ones who are doing the return trip from leave. It gives us a warm feeling to see
all this happy humanity but we would be even more delighted if individuals took their
headphones off when they receive their movements briefing and use August and September
to improve on the statistic of only 6 post cards being sent to the staff of the
R and R Cell (5 of these from Mother-in-Law)!
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5.

The following figures reveal the popularity or otherwise of holiday resorts
Area

Numbers who have visited

Placentia

206

UK

21 (includes confinement leave but not

categorised compassionate leave).
USA

74

leave within the Belize mainland).
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On an unaccompanied operational tour every Company initially thinks that it
has the best location and the hardest workload. To claim that Salamanca Camp is
the best camp and that 'A' CT work the hardest would be a contentious claim that
would be disputed by all the other CT's. However I do believe it is fair to say
that Salamanca Camp and the work that the CT carry out are very different from the
experiences of the other CT's and therefore it will be worth my while describing
the camp and the life we lead.
Salamanca Camp is different from the other camps in Belize in two major ways,
firstly its location. The camp is located in the jungle beside the Columbia River
and at the foot of the Mayan Mts. The camp is 25 miles from the nearest civilisation, Rideau Camp, and 14 miles from the border with Guatemala. This position
leads to a feeling of isolation that is more an illusion than a reality although it
does create serious administrative problems particularly during the rainy season,
(May - Sep), when 120" of our 180" rain falls. This leads to every movement of men
or supplies becoming a major exercise for both BG and CT administrators.
The second difference is the lac k of normal recreational facilities nearby,
those that the soldier of the 80' s expects. The camp is in fact well appointed
with perfectly adequate living accomodation, a NAAFI, football pitch, basket/volley
ball pitches and we have the Video/Film facilities that all the camps have.
However what is different is the lack of anywhere for the members of the CT to walk
out to, a problem shared to a certain extent by D CT in Rideau.
As with the other Coys/CT's, our main operational task is one of deterrence.
In our case the only difference is the area in which we carry out our task, the
jungles of the Toledo Indian Reservation.
The majority of the soldiers of the CT work on a 21 day roulement, which is
aimed at spreading the workload and relieving boredom. The most onerous task is the
7 days spent at Treetops. Treetops is a jungle base on the border with Guatemala.
The base is fortified with bunkers and trenches and provides a base for a platoon
to carry out patrols along the border and man the border OP. The main task of the
base is to prevent the Guatemalans from repeating their attempts to build a road
illegally into Belize.
The next task, which is the most interesting is providing the patrol platoon
for 7 days. During this time the men spend between 5 - 7 days on patrol in the
villages, hills and jungles of the Mayan Indian Reservations. The patrols are
normally flown in by Puma to the border and they then walk back to the nearest road,
from where they can be extracted.
The final 7 days of the cycle is spent on that 'old Army favourite' of Guards
and Duties, for duties read fatigues. In our case fatigues mainly involve supplying
ourselves and carrying out essential maintenance of the camp.
To break up this 21 day routine which can get tedious, we have been ably helped
by our sister CT, Delta, based in Rideau who have when the need arose taken on our
duties. This has allowed us to Field Fire in Baldy Beacons, carry out jungle Field
Firing at Union Camp, boat patrols of the Southern Rivers (an experience we hope not
repeat) and trips to Hunting Caye which we would love to repeat . These activities
added to the inevitable exercises and our regular Cayes trips have made life more
interesting for all.
The final aspect of living in Salamanca Camp has been the lessons it has
taught us. We are all now much more self sufficient, self disciplined and better
administrators. However the most important lessons all the members of the CT have
learnt are twofold. Firstly the importance and success of the All Arms CT and how
much we, the riflemen rely on the Mortars, Gunners, Sappers and RAF. Secondly
and m o st important how reliant we all are on the R.E.M.F's both CT and BG for our
survival. Without the support we have had from the QM's Dept, Cooks, Orderly Room,
R 4 R Cell, and MT our life in Belize would have been a lot harder and a lot less
fun.
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The Bandmaster with Ketchi speaking Maya Indian children during the Band
Concert in San Antonio
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1 Platoon

It's been some time since pen was driven to paper from c/s 11 for the Pompadour rag
and in that time rather a lot has happened. I do believe the last time was Ireland.
However I'm about to rectify that so here we go.
First and foremost we have said goodbye to the former PI Comd Lt Scragg last
April and welcome CSgt Meen who I might add had only left the Company some ten months
before as CQMS. Well like all bad pennies they do have a tendency to turn up.
We also said goodbye to Sgt Hillier, who has gone off to the Depot to train
recruits. I will take this opportunity to welcome Sgt Rouse who has come to us after
a long spell laid up with a broken leg. He is by all accounts trying to take up the
joys of watermanship with the SBS. LCpl Hennessy is also believed to be inspecting
the hull of the boat from underneath. Those who have heard the saga of the 1P1 Boat
Patrol will by now know that it makes Drakes Circumnavigation of the world look like
a days outing at Battersea Funpark Boating pool. In this article all are fair game
and a bit of distortion shouldn't harm the truth. Just as map reading errors a re
only really geographical disorientation not. getting lost. I will on this hesitate
about naming names but one has to look after one's self to a certain degree.
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the following on their
marriages to their unsuspecting ladies. Pte's Paul Chalkley and Mick Lawrence, their
poor ladies obviously don't know them like I do. I mean to have two of the biggest
rogues,Cunningham and Hennessy at your wedding reception. Then there's got to be
something that will go very amiss (no offence lads).
The Platoon as a whole have taken to the Belize tourwell with numerous patrols
in and around the area, mainly referred to as our patch. We've had a couple of
incidents on patrol, nothing to shout about but the Fer-de-Lance was not a pleasant
meeting. However he learnt the error of his ways in the shape of a lead wasp.
By the way I nearly forgot to mention Cpl Jones, all five feet of him and boxing
gloves. He was I understand responsible for training the Depot's Juniors Team. Well
with him in the Company he should bring the best out in our soldiers for the Company
Team. I reckon the Company's chances in the Inter-Coy Boxing are pretty good so, B,
C and HeavyMetal should watch out since Atom (Jones) Ant will be on the warpath.
This will probably be my last Pompadour note for the Platoon and the company
even though they are also my first. I would like to say it's been a pleasure to work
with the lads of 1 Platoon. They are all characters in theirown right and before 1
go off on my merry way and you receive a new remould fromthe factory I would just
like to make a final point. Keep going as you are and you will be in there with the
best three platoons in the Battalion, under the ever watchful eye of Sgt Rouse of
course.
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2 Platoon

Insects flying around in squadrons armed with the latest in persistent nerve
agent. As big as houses they grow, as noisy as British Airway 747's in the night.
Look under any stone, leaf, blade of grass or clod of earth and a nest of ants will
be there just waiting for the call to go forth and carry away entire trees, having
first chewed their way through 100yds of dense jungle.
Butterflies patrol the jungle in their thousands, some as large as an outstretched
hand looking like so many coloured lights winking on and off in the dim sunlight.
Belize - a place where trees are inevitable and the wildlife bounces from branch
to branch, shrieking and calling, 100ft above our heads. A place where snakes rustle
and dart through layers of dead leaves or lie sleeping on a rock ready to startle the
next British Soldier who happens to pass that way. A place where the rain is thrown
to the ground in sheets, changing rivers from muddy puddles into torrents with trees
being swept away. The sun quickly heats up the land and plumes of
steam rise up
forming the next clouds and the next storm.
Ply to Salamanca Camp by helicopter and see it sticking out like a sore thumb in
a green landscape of patchy plantations and endless jungle canopy. A white and silver
village surrounded by low hills populated by the hot, sweaty soldiers in their combat
suits.
However nowhere in Belize is quite as good as the swimming hole at Salamanca Camp,
its even got a rope swing and there used to be an attap hut before the flood. The
trouble is the flies get pretty ratty and the Choggies steal the dam about once a
month. Still they're not British anymore so what can we expect. APC can keep their
swimming pool, they haven't got a rope swing.
No—one knows who started it, someone obviously got around the chaps up at APC and
told them that Salamanca is the place to go for a bit ofa break.
Get to Salamanca
and you might even get a crack at dirty old Treetops and see the troops really sweating
it out. Maybe its the food they all come down for, it is actually about 10 times
better than that up North, and we do have a nice line in attap huts, or maybe they
just come to visit the cats - who knows?. One thing is for sure - we don’t let them
on the rope swing.
Speaking of floods - that was a bit of an epic by all accounts. Luckily we were
all at Treetops at the time and we had to be content with everything else except the
camp being full of water. Sgt Cooper had to nip back to Salamanca to find out how
many of the platoon's clothes had ended up in an Indian's house 10 miles downstream.
Corporal Powell and Corporal Brandon sneaked back to Salamanca as well, although somehow
they escaped through the barbed wire perimeter fence. Later on that month we received
postcards saying that they had both made it safely to Placentia, having picked up
Pte Howard on the way.
The news of the flood was nothing compared to the next message we received on
the radio. We were to stay at Treetops for another 4 days, the troops who had collapsed
with shock were revived and sent to the OP with the message of doom.
The flood was obviously God's way of telling certain people that talking to
American 'Missionaries' is naughty.
It's a good thing we've had Salamanca T-Shirts made. If we wear one it saves
putting a red patch on our hats and everyone can tell which company we are in, except
the Guatemalans who can't read English. FINCO has had his T-Shirt printed in Spanish.
We had a bit of trouble finding one to fit Pte Rainbird's chest but in the end we
found one, and eleven dollars is cheap after all.
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Major Duff, Capt Mason and the Salamanca Combat Team Command Post, very smelly,
during the Battle G r oup South Exercise.

Cpl. Cox, the Salamanca Combat Team Medic gives an anti tetanus injection to a
Mayan Indian boy with a badly cut foot.
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Baldy Beacons was good fun - who would have thought that the Army would have
Otterburn ship ed out especially for 3 R ANGLIAN- a good idea really.
It gave Lance
Corporal Easterbrook a chance to shoot the ReccePlatoon, the trouble was he got a bit
carried away and tried to shoot Lance Corporal Brown and the rest of his section as
well. That wasn't half as funny as watching Pte's Stacy and Hopes trying to pull the
wrong end of the 66mm and Pte Bailey about to throw the pin of a grenade. Still we
didn't kill anyone, even if Pte Boulten 84 would have loved to have zapped something
with his 66mm. Pte Jones was the only one who was disappointed - he came back with
400 rounds of GPMG link, he only managed to get off 1200 rounds in the 2 section attacks.
Watching Pte Pearce teach Pte Hopes how to do the dance of the Zulu Warrior certainly
wasn't a climax to the trip but it was a laugh.
It doesn't take much to be a REMF in 2 Platoon, if you catch some
rare tropical
fungus and become confined to camp for more than one day you become an unwelcome alien.
Pte Steam became an outcast for firing the SP GPMG while the rest of the platoon did
a section attack - hard but fair. Pte Rainbird had the audacity to stay confined to
camp for 1 month. All he had wrong
with him was a sliced
open handwith masses of
stiches - no excuse at all.
Of course, all this time spent in camp gives the men plenty of time to travel to
Punta Gorda - the local hell hole where our coloured cousins live in sanitary conditions
that would make a vet despair. The smell obviously makes no difference to Pte Howard
and Pte Mundy who make the pilgrimage as often as they can. Howard falls in love and
Mundy gives away his possessions and both are shell-shocked the next day. Pte
Chipperfield is content to swoon over his latest batch of 20 love letters from his
future wife.
The men are getting restless as the tours end draws near. The drums are louder
than ever in the camp below the Officer's Mess and the plumes of smoke from the camp
fires are thick with burning bits of sick chits. Even Pte Gaskin managed to get back
from leave in time, and Pte Burgess was last in the queue for Sub Aqua and so got sent
away. Morris's leave cost £40 more than it should have and rumour has it that Coombs
wasn't at Disneyland at all.
Perhaps Lance Corporal King will be back this week, perhaps Pte's Barritt and
Lamkin will be able to get K1 on the radio, perhaps McClellan will stop reading the
Economist and perhaps the tour will be extended for 2 months.
Pte Stearn, Pte Gaskin, Cpl Brandon, Pte Sho (BDF), LCpl Easterbrook.

"Why not make it two weeks its so nice here" (2 Platoon manning Treetops).
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3 Platoon

Extract from the Sun
Exclusive:

"New Religious sect in jungle seems to be made up of British Squaddies".
Prom our man in Punta Gorda.

This report from our man in Belize Bill Gerkin has just been delivered to our
Fleet Street Office . We have put the report in without changing Bill's words at all.
The paper it was written on was stained with blood, tea, coffee, rotten marshmallows
and Abbot ale. We only judge the conditions by what Bill says, the rest is up to you.
"I walked into the Miramar Bar in Punta Gorda - there sitting at a table in the
corner were three of the most evil men I had ever set eyes on, later I was to learn
their names 'Baby face' Benny Hill, he seemed to have command, 'Hatchet man' Harold
Willis' and 'Long body' - muscles as tight as a tensioned bow, Graham. I decided to
be bold, I went and sat on their table. It fell over. Trying to keep their animal
intensity down I bought them all another drink. After a fierce argument during which
Willis bit his nails they all decided to have a bottle of Red Fanta between them.
Having gained their confidence I started asking questions. "Are you members of the
secret Saal-Aman-Ca religious sect who never let on their secret?"
"Yes" they all said.
"Is it true you never reveal each others identity for security?"
"Yes" said Harold "Benny and Body will agree with me there".
Harold" said Body.

"Thats right

I continued, beginning to think I was loosing a fight with a blade of grass.
"Is it true you are never allowed to reveal your HQ's location on pain of death?"
"Pain of death or even worse - a full hour of area cleaning" Spoke Graham - his
voice wembling at the prospect.
I had to ask the crunch question, "Will you tell me where it is?"
They had a quick talk to each other - "As spokesman", said Harold "You have to
do one thing" Never had I been so frighted as then, as I looked into his killer
eyes. "You must buy the bus tickets back".
It was with much trepidation that I agreed to the deal. A quick briefing
followed. The bus stop was out the front door turn left and was 50m down the street.
We paid the bill and with Benny as lead scout went through the front door. He cut
himself quite badly on the glass door but - gritting his teeth - he took out his
compass and took a bearing that led him left. "Can you pace for us?" said Harold.
"Sure I can" I replied - so moving slowly down the street to the bus I started
my fateful journey to the statue of the Saal-Aman-Caa.
I will not describe the horror of the trip — the countryside was bad enough but
suffice to say when we reached our destination I was nearly dead with fright. Five
of the Saal Disciples joined the bus, "Chippy" Hard Woods so named because he loved
to eat chips,"Doris" Brown - mother to many of the younger monks who had still not
seen the light, "Brick" Lebank, the Frenchman who moved with an awkward but deadly
manner and the other two who were more than Novice Monks - they were 'Lewis' Baldwin
and Brandon 'Lewis' so called because they used to manage a shop called 'John Lewis'
but saw it wasn't making money and so sold out to the sum of 1 pound 7 shillings and
six pence - that's before 1905.
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Brandon - just Brandon no different to friend or foe, because of his love of the
branding irons. He used to love watching people squirm as he heated them on the fire
just so he could make toast. As we approached the end of the journey it was this
last pair that dragged me into my first crime. Their plan, not to put their tickets
into the waste bin. It required nerve when the punishment could result in more area
cleaning but all eight took less then 21/2hrs to come to a snap decision.
"What have you decided?"

I dared to ask.

"We are not sure duck" Growled Doris in a low growl. So with bated breath I
waited. At the stop we made a big rush - All except Lebank were able to make it.
(I later heard he was being punished with being made to area clean the Rubbish Dump).
However I was in the camp. It was being guarded by a fierce, rough, tough set
of men, their commander, trainee Bhudda, Jewish Scotsman and man of many secret (so
secret he is the only one to have seen them) talents, Lochnik. He was obviously high
in the PECKing order and as he lay there his henchmen were able to go about the job
of guarding the shrine. There was Ches - the one with slant eyes that had a shifty
look, Daz Maynard - so called because of his allround suntan (so why is he called Daz.
EDO). Faulkner - ex schoolboy thug possessed of an intelligence far beyond even the
most educated water bottle. Finally there was Lochniks 'saving asset Mad, Bad,
Animal, War loving, Beast, Monk 1st class, all singing, all dancing, all posing Eddy
Kretay. Together this bunch made a fearsome sight. "Oi-ooo are you?" came the
voice from Bhudda MK2.
"I, I, I, -" stuttering I began to panic.
"No one is allowed on the premises not under any circumstances" said Lochnik.
"I will be your best friend" I said. That did the trick. I was in the heart
of the so called monastery. Four escorts were called for and I was surrounded by
four monks, grim determined men who obviously had a mission. I soon understood that
if they were not first in the Tea queue I would have to buy a round of coke. These
boys do not mince their words. Their leader was 'Ski' why I am not sure. Maybe his
nose was used as a downhill course in the Winter Olympics. The other three, Danny
Boon' - he had been thrown off a bus in Welwyn Garden City - and survived, 'French'
Phillips - rumoured to have once been seen in the famed 'Legion' that courageous
band who helped collect money at street comers for any charity you can think off
and finally - the Spider - agile, supremely fit and always ready with the elastoplast. He had seen action in many front rooms and cars on the common - but thats
his secret, this tough group of men led me up a steep path towards a hut. Out
side stood two hand picked guards - Mush and Phil. Mush was deadly with his teeth one look was enough to kill and Phil his method was strange. He could sit you down
and start talking about Neons, Long Finned Guppy Guzzlers, perfect sand - any tropical
fish subject that would render you insane within 10 minutes.
"I want to see the High Priest".
determination.

I tried to keep my voice level and show my

"No chance" was the reply. It remained the same until I waved two tickets from
Punta Gorda to UK in their faces. "OK in you go".
So this was it I opened the door peering through the darkness and swingfog smoke
I could just make out this huge form. It stood just 6 feet tall, about 2 feet wide
and weighed about 15 stone. Its legs were huge. Its arms big, full, and well
proportioned. A straight back set off the whole figure - it was a magnificent chair.
Looking again I saw no one in the room - I went to the door - "Where is the High
Priest?"
"His mum called him home yesterday".
"But" - I knew it was pointless arguing
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so I returned to PG.

It was when I went into the Miram a for the last time before my flight home that
I heard a new bit of info. There was a Demon Welshman called 'Taff' - why Taff
I
don't know - drinking with another tough looking man called Carol King (I think that's
right). When I heard their talk a new high priest had arrived. This one it would
seem rolled out ladles - What could it mean? Might there be a spread of this Military
sect of fanatical warrior monks even to the
very corners of Kids-OutKamp,Another
deadly assignment
obviously lay ahead.
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Cpl Phil Conopo 3 PI

ODE TO BELIZE

Fresh from kicking footballs out of trenches, our Resident Military Poet,
Cpl Phil Conopo has written an Ode to Belize.
Lush Exotic Beauty Serene yet alive
with unexpected dangers sums up my
impression of the jungles of Belize.
Awe-inspiring Rapids on a swift moving
River can mean Death to anyone
caught in them, especially when River Crossing
with full kit.
Sunsets that are painted on the Tropical
Sky signal the end of another scorching
day.

And the beginning of a night filled

with a million biting

insects, with a

Screaching noise that never stops.
It may be difficult for the wives glancing
at a group of photographs their husbands have
taken, to comprehend the other side of the jungle
But it does exist and deserves a
high degree of respect.
It has made nearly all of us appreciate
the small things in life.
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When we arrived in Belize I think to a man we thought that we had drawn the
'short straw' by being in APC. Now that we have been here for four months to a man
we would agree that if you are in Belize, Airport Camp Combat Team is the place to be.
We have worked hard. When we are not on Guards and Duties we are out of camp.
We do not get many days off but our lives are so varied that there's no chance of us
getting bored.
Of our achievements: we have built a patrol base in the jungle; all done jungle
and survival training; helped the Belize Defence Force and most units in Airport Camp
in their training and we have done more Adventure Training than any other Combat Team.
We have rafted down the Belize River, climbed the highest hill and sent most of the
Company through the Force Adventure Training Centre.
On the sports scene we are unbeaten at Football and Cricket and have become
experts at Volleyball and Softball. Most members of the Combat Team have had the
chance to water ski and fish for shark and barracuda but you will hear more about
those below.
Whatever we may say now I am sure that every member of APC Combat Team will be
able to say as he gets onto that VC10 home, that we have made the very best of our
five months in Belize,
We are longing to see you all early October.
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4 Platoon
Apart from the initial settling in period our tour in Belize has been typified
by the platoons spending alternative weeks in and out of the camp. The various
patrol and training tasks require the platoon to work independently and in the
isolated environment of the jungle for up to 7 days at a time.
This places the particular emphasis on Junior Commanders to deal with practical
problems and as well as providing a good deal on variety. Leave, individual
adventure training and courses add an extra dimension to the troops to task problems.
The following summary of 4 platoon's activities in July illustrate the point.
Sgt Aujla took half the platoon away to the companys jungle retreat to do some
home improvements; building huts, cutting paths etc, however their masterpiece was
the latrine, a solid but roomy construction with a good view and a massive 15ft drop
enough to cope with the worst case of Montezumas Revenge. Meanwhile the PC and seven
other hardy souls embarked on what has soon become known as the "Great Trek" - a foot
patrol which took in the border of both Mexico and Guatemala. It was quite a
challenge and left a feeling of satisfaction when completed.
Guards and Duties reared their ugly heads, however they figured significantly
less than in previous months and they did provide a respite between patrol and the
trip to Rideau.
For 9 days 4 Platoon went to see how the other half lives in Rideau. The plan
was for us to do 3 different patrols and then a few days training. It was felt that
Cpl Dowling was really suited for the arduous duties involved in manning the Hunting
Caye OP.- the only OP with its private beach. It was the right choice, his team
returned proficient body surfers and with healthy sun tans.
Cpl Mansell led a "hearts and minds" boat patrol up the Moho River, He has
progressed on to greater things and is now involved in the Company 2IC's rafting
expedition.
Sgt Aujla led
coming of 6 raging
when a certain ten
needed help. They

a foot patrol which turned into an epic adventure involving the
torrents. Tales have been told of great valour and heroic deeds
amphibious members of the patrol got caught in the current and
all returned safely.

The remaining days involved for some a day out on the Guardship and Oerlikon
training. Having returned the general feeling is that we have a better deal at APC.
As far as time off is concerned the platoon has had the odd weekend and day off.
The whole platoon has now sampled the delights of San Pedro and the Force Adventure
Training Centre has seen members of 4 platoon partake in their one week courses Pte's Surry and Hargreaves having passed the Scuba Diving Course. Without doubt
the most popular sport is water-skiing with LCpl Yeomans Pte's Wiltshire and Bancroft
picking it up very quickly.
It seems that this month the platoon has had an injection of new blood in the
form of Pte's Stuart, Day and Bowen (from the UK) and LCpl Bricklebank suffered
shoulder injury which prevented him from completing his Brecon Course . He will be
returning to Belize shortly. Cpl Mansell no sooner having returned to the platoon
from his Brecon course will find himself jetting home in August. This time for a
posting to Depot. We all wish him the very best.
The forecast for August shows the platoon on field firing, patrol and adventure
training, no rest for the wicked, keep the letters and news from home coming.
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5 PLATOON
So whats been happening to Five Platoon since the tour began. They've been
giving the government value for money working. In the middle of June we moved out
to start constructing a jungle camp. The first problem was deciding where it was to
go. After covering quite a few miles Cpl's "Scratch" Ritchie and "Spud" Harris
sections located a pleasant little spot about 800m from a small unamed Creek. The
creek is now known as Harris Creek and a nearby cave "Ritchies" Cave so both names
will be put on the next map of Belize.
Having decided where it was to go, the next task was to clear an area for
Helicopters to land. We returned by Helicopter a couple of weeks later to a landing
area several miles away, complete with supplies for a week. Numerous axes, large
amounts of explosive and a chainsaw, which needless to say broke down after two minutes
work. Pte Tony Anderton probably broke the record by walking in with the chainsaw
and a box of explosives strapped to his Bergen. The actual clearing took the entire
week with eveyone working like trojans and sweating gallons. Cpl Thomas had a good
time wreaking destruction on the jungle with the explosives. At the end of the week
the RAF sent a Puma Helicopter to lift us out, after a nerve racking five minutes of
hovering he eventually decided to land. The LS was then Christened the "Belize
International Helipad".
After a brief breather in APC it was off to the field firing area of Baldy
Beacon probably the only place in Belize with mountains but no trees. Using the
imagination it could nearly be Wales, but for the roads which LCpl "Cuddles"
Couldridge and Pte "Spencer" Pepper had to contend with. They can only be described
as atrocious. It was even cold, people were rushing round in the rain wearing
woolen jumpers! The temperature was 65o; have the arctic gear ready for our return.
Any way from Baldy Beacon back to APC. LCpl Belly Reeves
took off to spend some time in the more civilised (?) lands of
weeks. Pepper arrived back complete with a broken arm, gained
of the American beauties walking by and so causing him to fall

a Pte Spencer Pepper
the USA for two
whilst watching one
off the pavement.

So a short period of relaxation doing guards and looking after the Alligator
in the explosives compound. Pte Allan Poutney who feeds it assures us the gammon
is its favourite.
From guards and duties back on patrol again. This time with a local guide who
was along to teach us some of the aspects of jungle survival, trapping, fishing, and
edible fruits. The week ended with a short two day exercise living off the jungle.
Some ate well, stayed dry and would have survived for a considerable time, the
others, well they survived. Pte Tony Anderton caught the record fish, a massive 31bs
while LCpl Billy Reeves experienced the ultimate in jungle cuisine, an ant eater.
How much of it was consumed is open to debate.
After an enormous feed it was back to APC to face the joys of a Commanding
Officer's inspection. If it moves shout at it if not paint it, sums up the delights
of these occasions.
Well that brings us pretty well up to date. In the near future the PI is running
a jungle training course for Force Troops, attempting to climb the highest hill in
Belize and hopefully a Mountain of 17.800 ft in Mexico.
It hardly needs to be said but Husbands/Fathers/Sons are missing you all and
looking forward to Oct.

6 Platoon

July, another month, the last at a decent rate of LOA, but on the brighter
side of things, the halfway house of the tour.
So, what have your lads been
in the field.

doing, well, most have

spent a minimum of 12 days

The first 4 days out were more akin to slave labour as trees were beaten over
with the trusty but somewhat blunt Army machettes. The purpose of this was to
complete a heli-pad started by 5 platoon - Pte's Trevor Ames and Pete Driver proved
themselves to be highly competent axemen whilst LCpl Jim Wood showed a remarkable
aptitude for banging his head on large pieces of wood. Logs were hauled about and
trees uprooted, and by the time our relief arrived most of the platoon were exhausted.
Lt Wild, Cpl Knifton and LCpl Wood stayed out for
a further 5 days to teach
some of Company HQ how to live and move in the jungle.Meanwhile, the remainder of
the platoon spent another week on Guards and Duties.
July 12th saw the platoon out again, this time on a weeks survival training ..
with Alphonse, a Belizean Guide.
Of the17 that attended, all gained immensely and
are now far more aware of their surroundings. It was especially rewarding for LCpl
Jim Wood and Cpl Nobby Clarke who appear to have learnt a great deal.
Everyone had a chance to try their hand at fishing, building attaps and eating
unusual fruits - some enjoyed it - Pte Pete Driver caught his first fish but was
stumped when having to remove it from the hook - others had varying degrees of
success. The same character was also a source of some amusement when his A-frame
collapsed one night.
The end of the patrol provided a tour record as our pick-up helicopter was not
2hrs late, not even 6hrs late, but one complete day! Poor Pte Charlie Coleman
was disturbed at possibly having to spend his 18th Birthday in the field but they
eventually arrived, but not before he had been presented with a jerrycan covered
with candles.
A couple of points arose from the patrols
a. LCpl Mick
under it.
b.

Hodgkiss

discovered that it is easier to sleep on a hammock than

Pte Stuart Simpkin took over as chief whinger.

The return to camp was a good one... the soft drinks bar was raided as it ought
to be after 8 days on river water and the pre-patrol 'back-aches' and sore fingers
had magically cured themselves.
However being the only platoon in camp we were required to lay on a demonstration
of weapons for some local orphans. This proved most enjoyable for the children,
Pte Steve Mole doing a particularly good job, but then he has had more practice than
most.
The end of the month approaches a free weekend passes with people going sight
seeing, water skiing or lounging about on beaches in San Pedro. Another week of
Guards and Duties completes July, August arrives with thoughts of home creeping
closer.
What has August
to offer? A patrol along the Mexican border, Field Firing
and an exchange week when the platoon will move to Holdfast Camp. This should provide
a pleasant change of scenery and routine for everyone.
Meanwhile keep the letters coming... hope the strawberries are nice.
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"Are these things really going to make it?" - 2 rafts at the start of the exercise.
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After braving many a rapid stretch of water and passing through miles of
wild jungle the party arrived at Harbour Bridge to be greeted by a reception
party from APC CT. 3 out of 4 rafts lasted the distance, the fourth and only
sapper raft met a particularly dramatic end in one of the many rapids
encountered.

Captain Weigold and Pte Warren prepare to enter some rapids.
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The joys of Baldy Beacons by LCpl Rees
The continuing saga of our glorious exploits in the paradise of Belize, chapter two
entitled Escapades whilst Field Firing or how we learnt to live with and love the
I suppose it started quite innocently really, who, said the OC, would notice
the inclusion of one small weeks field firing hidden amongst the wide and varied
programme covering 22 odd weeks. We did, if not before it will certainly be
permanently engraved on the bodies and souls of many a fine Anglian as he set off
with a bright sunny smile on his face and returned as a bedraggled, soaking
bundle of rags.
To be specific my platoon were lured as easily as the others, tempted by the
prospect of leaving the oven which is known as Airport Camp we gleefully headed for
"them thar hills" with the enthusiasm of confident gold prospectors. It was
heaven to reach our appointed camp for the week (cold by our temperature standards)
it was considerably nearer being approx 6,000 ft up in the hills and gave instant
relief to bones jarred by 5 hours of road travel, roads which would make any farmers
rutted yard in England compare favourably with the M1 Motorway.
Having unloaded all the required "goodies" we would be firing during the course
of the week we reached the point where the fight for bed spaces began and here you
could tell who had been a good boy and eaten all his carrots because the keen eyed
amongst us spotted the drip stained camp beds without making obvious to others why
they were choosing others, a very clever move as this wear and tear from the elements
began to tell on the fabric
of the tent towards the end of theweek.Some actually
used blankets for the first
time out here.
The first days toil started well, it was dry, and generally regarded as hard
but enjoyable, successful and rewarding, 8 live firing section attacks. We returned
to camp happy but hungry. Again to bed, followed by the rain. Rain is probably the
wrong word to describe what
fell
on us during thefollowing days andnights, Noah
and his Ark would come a close second.
Reveille the following morning was taken up by swimming practise and life raft
drills. Having rowed the platoon to the ranges we spent the day on observation tests
(you mean your supposed to see the targets through the rain, Corp) and individual
firing ranges. If you were one of the tall ones you only had to scrape the mud off
the collar, if short you hollowed bamboo shoots to breath for the rest of the day.
Any enemy would have been totally deceived they wouldn't know they'd been shot
as the noise of our boots being sucked out of the mud covered the noise of the firing.
Some interesting scores were obtained as tired minds and tired bodies took
control, how do you get 62 points when the scoreboard only goes up to 56? Well done
that team! After a hard days work back to camp.
Where does all this rain come from and whose taken all our blankets, Sir.
Reveille Friday morning, my life rafts burst, I think we were wet through now
to almost relish what was coming next and this proved to be the early end to an
enjoyable, exiting week (I didn't say that at the time). For realism a range was
set up which forced the eager participant along a stream to find the targets. Of
course nobody thought the rain wanted to play as well. It became obvious that as
the targets were put out and you waved goodbye to what had 5 minutes ago been a
faithful stepping stone the water was rising much faster than we all expected.
After sending through the first few groups it was decided that as bathtub
rubber ducks which had arrived from somewhere upstream weren't part of the range we
had better call it a day. Was it rain or tears that ran down my cheeks at that
announcement.
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We raced, sorry returned to camp to be told we would move back to APC a day
early and feverish activity began to pack all the personal and platoon kit we had
with us. (Who did give us back all those wet blankets).
It was like a movie run at the wrong speed, everyone's legs were a blur of
activity and the kit was packed 5 minutes before we were told to start.
It only left us to bid farewell to Baldy Beacon Camp (forever?) and many a
wet hankerchief was waved in the gale as we trundled back down that same rutted
road towards what had suddenly become a very inviting oven.
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A day out by Pte Mole
On one Thursday afternoon the PI sat down and thought of what to do on our
coming weekend off. We thought and thought but with no success. Suggestions were
made to fish, water ski, climb or doss on beds. "Not me I thought". So three of
us got our heads together and thought. We finally came up with sight seeing.
So we saw our PI Comd and asked if this was possible "I'll see what I can do" he
said. It was cleared by authorising rank and so we set about getting ready. We
got maps, camping equipment, rations and a 3/4 ton Land Rover with fuel. We were set.
So on Friday afternoon we planned our route and places to visit. Around 1400hrs on
Friday we left. Drove along and out of Belize City onto the Western Highway.
Our first stop was at a camp called 'Holdfast' we checked in to let them know
we were in the area. And left again down to a village called San Ignacio over the
large metal bridge, the best in Belize I would say. Stopped for a sandwich and
coffee and left, we had a couple of hours left till darkness fell so we set off up
towards Pine Ridge Mountain!
We made camp about 10 miles up on the side of a track. We built our little fire
and cooked our compo, kindly provided by the QM's we had no intention of driving at
night so we all had an early night.
In the morning we eat and left for the 1000ft Falls. On arrival I was astonished,
the clouds were low across the backround of the mountains and the water fall was _
out of this world. It just never ended, brilliant sight. The cameras were clicking
so fast as well. We left there and sat down for our lunch. In the afternoon we
went to the lodge at Blamcaneau near Privasion Camp. We had a quick drink and left
to proceed to the Maya Ruins, we payed our $1 to visit the top and gosh what a sight
we could see all the surrounding villages. Our rover looked like a matchbox vehicle.
We stayed for a couple of hours and just took in the view, smelt the fresh air and
took photo's.
We left and went to the lodge again, the owner let us stay in a attap for the night,
so we set up camp, once again getting our little fire ready and eating. We secured
the vehicle and went to the Lodge for the evening, we met some Americans and got on
well.
We left at 10.30pn to go to our camp beds. In the morning we packed up, thanked
the owners for their hospitality and left for home, We drove back at a steady speed
and just took in the surrounding sights we'd missed before. We reported back to APC
and unpacked. What a weekend we had, it's no life lying on your bed for the weekend
is it.
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'C ayo Combat Team.
Holdfast Camp, home of Cayo Combat Team, is situated in the middle of Cayo
District. To some the camp represents prison, to some (a few) it represents a
holiday camp, to most it simply represents home for 5 months. The camp is certainly
the most attractive in Belize. It is set amongst the fields of Central Farm,
has plenty of sporting facilities including a swimming pool and the delights of
San Ignacio are not far away.
The Combat Team itself is about 240 strong consisting of 3 rifle platoons,
a mortar section, a troop of B Battery 40 Field Regiment with their 3 light guns,
a section of Blowpipe and the armd recce troop from 16/5 Lancers consisting of
3 Scorpions and 3 Scimitar. Occasionally we have a few sappers when the humidity
and pace of life at APC gets too much.
The main object of this section is to let you know what
has been happening
in Cayo Combat Team during the last 3 months (it was 3 months when the author
wrote these notes!). The 3 rifle platoons and the mortar section operate a 4
week cycle. One week is spent guarding the camp and manning Cayo OP which
overlooks the Guatemalan town of Melchos de Mencos. Another week is spent on
short range patrols which operate along the border and the Western Highway. For
those who like to get away from it all or who just want to save money (Sgt Eke &
co). the week of long range patrolling is the highlight. Contrary to A Company's
claims they are not the only Combat Team to operate in the jungle. In fact the
majority of our Combat Team area is covered in jungle and the platoons operate for
up to 7 days. During the fourth week platoons train which in the early stages
concentrated on jungle training and recently included field firing on Baldy Beacon.
Recently the highlight of our training has been an Escape and Evasion exercise
that took place over Mountain Pine Ridge at the beginning of August. Thirty two
runners from all units from the Combat Team were required to cover about 50 km
contacting various agents on the way. They were opposed by a hunter force of about
60 who were on foot, vehicle and in helicopters. At the end
of the exercise 5
runners remained uncaptured. Four of these were from a team from 9 Platoon led by
2Lt Moorat. The other runner was Pte Mcgregor from 8 PI who managed to navigate and
avoid capture by himself for 24 hours. Those who were captured have numerous stories
to relate concerning their treatment.
At the end of August and September each rifle platoon will rotate with platoons
from APC Combat Team thus enabling them to savour the delights of guarding Airport
Camp and complete their Annual Personal Weapons Test at Salt Creek Range.
One of the advantages of a large Combat Team is that it has been possible for
members of the rifle platoons to go out and train with the mortars under Sgt Mills,
the Gunners and the Armd Recce troop.
Everyone is naturally looking forward to the Battalion's return to Colchester in
October and at the same time most realize that they are now fitter and more competent
as infantryman than they have ever been and they have performed a worthwhile task.
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River crossing Belize style by Cayo Combat Team Headquarters.

Rain Belize Style
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7 Platoon
Here is a selection of slightly altered top
Moulded Sole Songs LTD 1982.

40

hits as compiled by Durable

Title

Artist

1.

Another brick in the mouth

Meck.

2.

Lost in the bondoo with a platoon with
no call sign

The Boss.

3.

See those zits

Joey Hawkins and Spot Cell.

4.

Billy stop being a hero

Billy Sqeke and the Fairies.

5.

Mummy's home

SAS Bert.

6.

Bright eye

Mac Ellis.

7.

Whispering grass

Thursty Dixie Band.

8.

These legs weren't made for running

Jacko and the dropouts.

9.

I was bom under a mushroom plant

Jonah.

10. Bungle in the jungle

7 Platoon Bondoo Squad.

11. Cardiac arrest

Daz Mardell.

12. Dear John

Frankie Goodman.

13. I'm not in love

Frankie Goodman.

14. Do you fink I'm sexy

Slotty and the Addicts.

15. The Winkers song (misprint)

Bobby Binos.

16. You dwive me cwazy

Shakin Stephenson.

17. Now I'm sixty four

Rev Danny Harman.

18. Me and a dog called Sue

Woody.

19. Take it easy

Knif.

20.

Jamie and the Hush Hush Band.

For your eyes only

2 1 . I love the sound of breaking bones

Bayntown Boot Boys

22. Hangin on the telephone

Boff Pallant.

25.

Stumpy Wright and Rev Danny Hannan,

Oldest swinger in town

24 , Chin Chin

Scotty and the addicts.

25,

Corky,

Dumbo

26, House of fun?

Thursty Dixie Band.

27,

Bert the nig.

I'm gobby

28, All I want for Christmas is a mouthfull
of teeth

Mush Heaton and the Gap Band,

29 , Torn between two Battle Groups

Jock Tommo Group.

30, Accident Prone

HGV Band.
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31 . Homeward Bound

I can't Hackitt Band.

32 .

A.W.O.L.

I shot the Provo Sgt

33. Tip toe through the jungle
34. Heartbreak Hotel

Jamie and the Hush Hush Band

35. Have you ever been in nick
36. Fifty ways to spoil your dinner

Scotty and the Addicts.

The Spencer Marlow Duo.
The Aldershot Concrete Crew.

37. Doctor Kiss Kiss
38. Lets get physical

The Medicos.
Donny Kinloch.

39.

I'm dreaming of a family Christmas

The Pompadours.

40.

Super Trouper

Blakey and the Knackers.

This is the top 40 as chosen by you, the Anglian squaddie marketed by the
Durable Moulded Sole Recording Company and brought to you, dead from Belize.
7 Platoon wish all Pompadours a happy tour and look forward to going home.

S Platoon

Welcome to the land of LOA, early morning runs and excellent weather, where else
but sunny .Belize.
Our tour Btarted with Mr (Grecian 2000) Miles away on an expedition in the South,
Pte Perry Vine getting married just for the separation allowance ana Sgt Corky
Corcoran joining equity alter the CSE Show.
The first venture into the jungle, loaded with insect repellent and hammocks was
certainly different to the training areas of the UK. Lessons were learnt i.e. do
not use "mos-rep" on sensitive parts of the body take note Pte Rayiro.
We landed head first into the Force Exercise and we dug in, in Berque ably
assisted by the local population. LCpl Stanley was so pleased with the help he was
given that he gave the locals his watch!After a tactical withdrawal we moved
to San
Ignacio via the /Seven Seas" and Cpl Southwell and his section was assisted in trench
digging by the local....beauties!
July appeared and we went to Baldy Beacon for field firing.
81mm and 66mm was had by all.

AR15 C.Q.B's and

Our first long range patrol proved to be an eye opener, firstly Mr Miles wasted
two rattlesnakes, Pte Bomber Gascoigne grew a beard and Pte Gung Ho Deller eventually
got comms with Holdfast.
Now that R & R is in full swing and adventure training we are all looking forward
to our return to Colchester in October
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9 Platoon
"Hey! We're not going to Sennybridge for that three day exercise".
"Great".
"It's Belize instead;

for five months".

"Just think of our suntans".
It all seems a lifetime ago, hundreds of excited voices looking forward to a
Carribean holiday. I too got carried away:
"Sir:

I'dlike to

extend my service for

Belize".

If only we'd known....... .
Now three months later and over halfway through the tour we all have mixed
feelings of our experiences, even a pay packet of nearly twice that of UK doesn' t
make up for a certain lacking of home comforts, although the Pay Review Board doesn't
agree. It hasn't been a matter of adapting to the demands of the posting, so much
as accepting them and learning to put up with Holdfast Camp, home of Cayo CT,
Now the novelties have
gone and
realities have taken their place, a pet
Tarantula in every room and
Mosquito
bitecollecting. But life is not ail bad.
Fresh Pineapples, Melons and Coconuts in abundance. The chance for the lucky ones to
do some or other watersport course at St George's Caye and, of course, two weeks of
R and R nearer to the States than ever before are ail some of the perks.
We've had our share of exercises (as well as morning PT). A very enjoyable
platoon escape and evasion, in which the escapees did better than their DS's. A
Battle Group exercise was very enjoyable, with the platoon digging in three times in
three days and a twelve km fighting withdrawal in some of the hardest weather to date.
Members of the platoon
have all
lefttheir mark in one way or another, fromour
two resident hypochondriacs,
on first
nameterms with Sgt (Frank ththe pillman)
Tredgett,
to our very ownBlakey, not on the buses, but in the Land Rover, Monsoon Ditch
Inspector. Pte'Shakin' Stevens has been busy getting to know the locals and their
Machettes. At the sametime Pte King decided to practise his adventure training
interests, combining sky-diving with sub-aqua from the Hawksworth Bridge. Pte ’Ginge'
Davis is leading the race for the snow-white anti tan award, but he could be pipped
at the post by Pte Martin. The star prize, however, must go to Admiral, alias
2Lt Moorat who whilst the Royal Navy braved the South Atlantic was not quite so
successful on his maiden trip on the Belize River.
With only ten weeks left to do our thoughts are firmly homeward bound and to
being reunited with families and friends, but it will only be a quick meeting with our
Viking friends to whom we wish Happy Christmas.
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"No Sir you can't pull the GPMG through with a toggle rope" Cpl 'Nobby' Clarke
advising Capt Seymour Blyth.
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Mortar Section Cayo Combat Team

Prom the very start of the tour the Mortar Section were welcomed into the Company
with open arms, and have been mostly employed as a rifle platoon, which has proved
to be a problem when on Guards and Duties Platoon, with the effect that Cpl Stumpy
Wright has taken out a mortgage on Cayo OP.
The BG North exercise went very well, with most of the section manning Cayo OP
and the mortar kit not leaving the stores, however 7Pl were a bit upset when during
the "Battle for the Benque" they heard LCpl Coggy Coggin ordering a dozen eggs and
four loaves of bread over the radio.
A. weeks good training was carried out at San Miguel up at Mountain Pine Ridge
and it was decided that Pte's Conopo & Harris must have moved the first checkpoint
marker on the orienteering course.
The next event in our calender was the Mortar Concentration which was a good
change to shake out any cobwebs in the mortar kit, and was a good weeks firing,
one which everybody enjoyed.
We are all looking forward to our last few months and returning to out families
in October.
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In order that those in England understand what their dearest are saying, it
has fallen upon me to outline the company tasks. D Company is based at Rideau
Camp and made up of the Recce Platoon, Drums Platoon and elements from Heavy
Weapons Company. Rideau Camp is on the map near the bottom right hand corner of
Belize near a town called Punta Gorda. Punta Gorda is a typical delapidated,
carribean township. From Rideau the Company mounts foot patrols, boat patrols and
OP's. We have one permanent OP which is at Cadenas. This on the map is right in
the bottom left hand corner of Belize overlooking Guatemala. It is situated on
top of a hill and is exactly like one of the United Nations OP's we manned in
Cyprus. Soldiers go there for seven days at a time. Foot patrols are sent out
throughout the area, this involves 8 - 1 0 men walking through the jungle on muddy
tracks meeting the locals in their respective villages. The locals are Ketchi
Mayan Indians. Boat patrols are slightly more fun as this involves the soldiers
sitting in either a rigid raider or an assault boat moving up the main rivers in
the area. There are very few roads and the main means of movement is by dugout.
Consequently the boat patrols can also visit many villages. When not involved
in these tasks, there are always the normal guards and duties to do. These do not
change anywhere. One additional duty is the unloading of the RFL (Ramp Powered
Lighter). This is a boat which comes down from Belize twice a week and it is our
main source of supply and carries all our food, drink and stores. Loading and
unloading this boat is hard work and not popular. The only time the soldiers
will be pleased to see the RPL is when it arrives to take them North at the end
of the tour.

Anti-Tank Section
The Anti-Tank Section arrived in sunny Belize feeling a bit like battery hens,
having been fed, put to sleep and fed again throughout the very long flight from
England. Up until now there has been plenty to do, and it seems to us that we are
normally chosen to stand in for somebody who should be on guard. Is it because of
our professional standard, willingness, charm and dedication? So far only one
person has escaped to UK, the committee are working on another breakout for next
month.
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"There is nothing here that says we can't shoot parrots" LCpls Lamarine and Underwood
practise with an Oerlikon gun at Rideau. Are cooks better as gunners?

CSgt Wilson watched by Sgt Twell shares his breakfast with 'Premium Bond' one of
the 2 Rideau Parrots
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Recce Platoon
Well Girls, here is the news from the "hard bitten" (not to mention mosquito
bitten) men of the Recce Platoon. Even though we have only done half the tour,
two of our men managed to escape to England to become fathers. We would like
to congratulate LCpl "Phil" Cushing and his wife on the birth of their daughter
Lynsey Patricia on 23 Jun 82 and Pte "Piggy" Hiett and his wife on the birth of
their son Leslie Ronald on 24 May 82. We would also like to congratulate ourselves
for finally getting Lt Tansley to move North to takeover as the IO. Sgt "Andy"
Twell is now in command. He is issuing SAS application forms to all members of
the platoon. This is promoted by the ritual torture he conducts every morning
in the form of a run and PT.
Platoon morale has improved dramatically due to the efforts of Pte's "Potty"
Potts, Alex "The Beano Kid" Bland and "Gus" Kealy who get up to crazier antics
each week. Cpl "Mantis" Newman has found a new way of relaxing after patrols. He
does impressions of an elephant whilst standing on the table singing.
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D Company Mortar Detachment
A DIARY OF EVENTS
The brave young men of the Mortar Platoon touched down in the hot, humid
climate on the well worked runway at Airport Camp. There we obliged the CSM by
dressing in Lightweight Combats, eating, changing our sterling into notes resembling
monopoly money and generally wandering round in a daze.
That afternoon we moved South to our current post at Rideau Camp. It must have
been decided that the sea breeze would overcome jet-lag because we went by boat.
The boat is called an RPL. It is certainly not the QE 2. The other members of the
platoon stayed to luxuriate in the swimming pools in the North. On arriving at
Rideau there was plenty of work and as much confusion as settling in can be quite
different when its done the Army way.
After a couple of homesick and booze free weeks, most of us were jungle trained.
So, we entered the jungle, Cadenas, foot patrols, boat patrols and the eternal
fatigues were under way. The weeks slipped smoothly by. So did the Belikin.
The next test was the Battle Group exercise. There we deprived the QM of 800
sandbags to construct our positions. 16 tons of sand later all was in order. This
was just in time for us to be given instructions to withdraw. Fortunately,
that phase of the exercise ended and after an all too brief night in camp we
returned to the jungle to act as riflemen.
This phase of the
to become a surgeon by
Williamson gave up all
best mates had erected
now on.

exercise was not uneventful. Pte "Polly" Pollard attempted
trying to amputate his finger with a machete and Pte "Sid"
hope of sleeping in his broken down hammock after his two
it. Pte "Kim" Turner better sleep with one eye open from

After what seemed a successful exercise we returned to camp and normal routine
for a couple of weeks. Then on July 2nd we started the Mortar Concentration. This
involved a long convoy by road to Airport Camp. This involved a number of flat
tyres and Pte Hart gave an impression of the three wheeled landrover. That will
teach him not to check his nuts (wheel)! Collecting the rest of the Mortar Platoon
we then set off for Baldy Beacon. Thus began our short, but enjoyable period as
mortarmen. Whilst at Baldy Beacon Cpl "SAS" Stephen showed us how not to provide
lighting with a battery and bulb, we set fire to the countryside and the cooks
showed us how to conserve food.
A few browner than brown, suntanned and rarely seen bodies accompanied us at
Baldy Beacon. These characters included CSgt "Uncle Wally" Cook, CSgt Smith and
Captain "Safety" Godkin (who!!!). We ended the concentration with a farewell
booze up.
Pte "Attap Lip" Duffy supplied the jokes once again. One overturned trailer
(no names - I promised) and a wet night on the RPL later we were all back in our
respective camps.
We are now up to date. As a final thought, I'd like to say that Belize isn't
that bad but England's great in October.
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Poem - Belize - An Insight
(This can be sung to the Tetley Tea Bag tune)
We landed here the fourth of May,
Our faces changed and showed dismay
We are not here to sing and dance
This you could tell by a Meeting Glance.
Our jobs vary from bad to worse
RPL, Fatigues - what a curse
Choppers land all day till tea
But fly again to APC.
On mountains high at Cadenas
Sunbathing, joking, you should have seen us
But "Big Mac" came and changed all that
Breaking rocks and our backs.
One more outpost is Hunting Caye
What a life, just snorkelling and drinking tea
This place is bliss as you will see
In enclosed photos sent from me,
The natives, they live all around
Each with his own piece of the ground
Supplied with Attap and a couple of trees
As long as we stay, they seem pleased.
We live in shacks at Rideau Camp
Morning, noon and night, its damp
I can stick it, even sober
Because I'm leaving in October.

Anon
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Drums Platoon
Just over two months to go and we are still going strong. There must be more
to Paludrine than they say! We have settled in well with D Company and have spent
plenty of time in the jungle. It seems as though Drum Major Staples has been out
more than most. I believe it is something to do with "roving rations". The only
problem is that there are no coconuts left growing!
Despite the fact that we are spending our time as riflemen, we have still had
a chance to practise our drumming. On the 6th July we played with the band for a
"Beating of the Retreat" at Airport Camp. It made a nice holiday as it gave us the
chance to sample the delights of a swimming pool! Something unknown at Rideau!
We would like to congratulate LCpl and Mrs Ranford on the birth of their son
Brett. We also hope that LCpl Chris Atkins will be able to make it home for the
birth of his second child. Cpl Roger Nelson is savouring his last few days as a
batchelor in the jungle. He goes home to get married in August and we take this
opportunity to wish him and his fiancee all the best.
Dmr Fenwick has asked if he can change his name to John as all his mail seems
to be addressed by that name. LCpl "Steve" Bulbeck has started collecting moths
and keeps talking about "Entomology". The moths like the word are bigger out here!
We are all looking forward to coming home, particularly Dmr Andy Weir who got
married just before coming to Belize. The only problem is that it means another
journey in the RPL. This boat is the Irish answer to the African Queen. It will
be another trip to forget, but it will be worth it!
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A JUNGLE PATROL ODE
by LCpl J A Wood
Monday had come there's no way out,
"Get on the 4 tonner" "There's no need to shout"
Last minute flapping "Have we got that"
Arrive at the Airport off with your hat
Onto the chopper, kit to the Loadmaster
You'd think he was dead if he went any faster,
Arrived at the new base one hour late
Now stuck in the jungle, doomed to fate
Put up your 'A' frames the boss man instructs
"I'll do it for you but it'll cost ten bucks,
Time for a brew, a cup of char
The chopping of leaves to be heard afar
Then he appeared this Spaniard in green
If that's a soldier, he's the worst i've seen,
"That's Alphonse" expressed the boss man
He'll show you the jungle, as much as he can
Monday passed nothing much doing
Apart from sleeping, eating and brewing
Tuesday was different, let's look at traps
One for a pig or man perhaps
Walk to the river have a look round
Dig for worms, what!

Out of the ground

Now to sit with line in the water,
Hope we catch some, we bloody aughter
A few miniature whales?

alright sardines

Will go down well with my steak and beans,
Another day Wednesday had come
For most of the day we had some sun
Building a school house with much ease
12 of them, 15 of these
A waterproof roof, comfy bench seats
17 men and it's still not complete

Monday came time to go home
Still at four, nothing had shown,
Try tomorrow the message said,
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What about APC, my bed!
Tuesday came, the Puma landed
To the loadmaster my kit I handed
Arrived at the airport, took off my kit
Is that our vehicle, it must be it,
Get on the 4 tonner, "There's no need to shout"
Just show me my pit and i'll flake out
But don't get me wrong this is only in jest
If it's training you want,
Then Belize is the best.

The Visit of Maj Gen HM Tillotson CBE Chief of Staff UKLF to Belize

Maj Gen Tillotson pictured with CBF Brig AC Vivian CBE and the Commanding
Officer with Mayan Indian children during his visit to Battle Group South.
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D Company Anti Tank Detachment
We all settled in quickly and got to grips with "the green hell" and the AntiTank guns. In fact since our role out here is acre anti-ship than anti-tank,
flippers and snorkels have been issued, Cpl Hick Baxter, along with LCpl Martin
Brewer, LCpl Simmo Simmons and Pte Mark Whiting have now spent two 3 day sessions
with the Royal Navy sailing down the coast of Belize playing with their Oerlikon
guns. They always seem to come back with a glazed look in their eyes, an improved
tan and with a contented feeling.
The first "high point" of the tour was the Battle Group (South) Exercise. All
went well in both phases. In the first part we were leaping around camp in the
middle of the night trying to defend the ammunition compound and then deployed the
guns to cover a seaborne invasion from B Company. All went well, particularly as
each invading craft must have been sunk 7 or 8 times. Cpl "Ox" Millwood played a
starring role, arriving in the nick of time to help out part of Recce Platoon with
a section of Belizean Defence Force volunteers, just like the Seventh Cavalry. In
the second half of the exercise, we oiled the guns, put them away, picked up our
packs and, carrying Mortar kit no less (to slow us down and add realism they said)
acted as a party of Patanian soldiers to give A Company some enemy to shoot at. By
fair means or foul we managed to get completely behind A Company's lines and apart
from capturing a platoon's worth of A Company soldiers, Major Duff narrowly missed
capture in a daring dawn raid.
Combined with the Mortar Section to form Heavy Weapons Platoon everyone has
been doing their share of Guards and Duties, Patrolling and "stagging—on" in an
Observation Post. The twice weekly pleasure of unloading the Ramp Powered Lighter
when it docks at Punta Gorda with supplies from the North for the camp is beyond
description) but why is it that the initials "RPL" reduce grown men to quaking
shadows of their former self?
On the patrolling front Cpl Hick "Tracker” Baxter has been working particularly
hard, both on foot and boat patrols. One of his best remembered boat patrols had
one of his two boats broken down beyond repair, and none of his radios working and
everyone miles from camp. Cpl Baxter was not a happy man. On another of his
patrols.... Well, thats another story!
Whilst travelling by helicopter on one of the Hunting Caye patrols sons of the
lads "diced with death" when the aircraft had to make an emergency landing. The
crewman reckoned that it was all down to a dirty spark plug. On a more serious
note, though the section had to provide a party, commanded by Lt Porter, to take
part in a night search and rescue attempt for a snake bite casualty. Although
flying in a helicopter is quite fun, this night flight, with no seats in the
aircraft and the pilot virtually flying "blind" was not that enjoyable! Fortunately,
although the team could not get in by helicopter, all ended well.
We have also, all done our fair share of "stagging on" at Cadenas OP. The
last patrol up there would like to express their feelings to LCpl "Judge Dread Fred"
Beaumont who did the cooking, "Fred, we enjoyed the food, but making 20 men's
worth of powdered mashed potato for 6 of us was excessive!" Thank God for "Grizzly"
Adams and Gary Wright who always seemed hungry.
That really brings us up to the present time here in this tropical paradise.
All the lads would like to congratulate Pte "Stormditch" Mitchelson on his marriage
to Tracy and his rejoining the platoon from England. Is the lad mad? At the time
of writing, Pte Mick Hough is in UK awaiting the arrival of his first born,
Cpl
Mick Baxter is already packing for his trip home for the same reason in August.
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The 'B' 4-a-side football team under LCpl "The Boog" Boulton has coasted into
the Semi-Finals of the Rideau Camp Football Competition. The Basketball team
under LCpl Jim Maddem is waiting in the wings to show how they can perform. R &
R trips are going strong, with Honduras proving popular. At the moment we are all
waiting for Pte "Snorky" Webb and Pte Paul Glynn to return from there with stories
and (hopefully) photographs of the "Sights".
So, whilst we sit here thinking of our loved ones the sound of running water
we hear is not the Carribean Sea breaking on bleached sands, but the storm drains
overflowing again, not to worry. Our thoughts always stray to home, particularly
to all those we out here left behind, we are counting the days until our return.
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TIGERS ABROAD
The Tiger Battery has been proud to serve in Belize and in particular
to be part of 3 R ANGLLIAN Battle Group.

When we were first warned for the

tour in October of last year it was to support another battalion.

We launched

ourselves into pre-tour training, which principally involved converting from
our 155mm FH 70 guns to the smaller 105mm Inglis gun, took some leave and held
a farewell parade.

It was approaching Easter and our friends in the Pompadours

wished us ’good luck' and"see you in 6 months time".

In the meantime events

in the South Atlantic had started to affect our well-ordered lives.

As our

advance party assembled at Brize Norton, we were joined by a recce party from
the battalion.

Three week’s later having completed our takeover, we were able

to welcome you out in ’Belize.

For the record we must record that you will be

back in Colchester before us, but wo will be close behind.
Belize is a strange place ('it's an experience isn't it, Sir?') different
in many respects, except one. You know that our motto is Ubique, and we Gunners
are everywhere.

One troop is split between Rideau and Salamanca Camps another

in Holdfast Camp and a small support element in Airport Camp.

Our first task

was to learn how to operate as Gunners in the jungle and overcome the problems of
imperfect maps, scant survey data, boggy gun positions and so on.

Nevertheless

on early reports from exercises all record the problems of finding somewhere to
sleep at night, all sorts of interesting and inventive ways of slinging hammocks
and the incessant noise of the jungle. At regular intervals throughout the tour
we have carried out line firing exercises including joint firing with two mortars
on Baldy Beacon and 7 Hills Range.
us for misc exercises.

Several members of the battalion have joined

After one such exercise, amid the friendly banter in the

swimming pool at Holdfast Camp a Gunner was heard to remark to a soldier in
C Company 'You spend one day with the Gunners and now you think you are intelligent! ’.
Integration has been our byword and we hope we have given the Battle-Group
concept a new dimension.
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Our other main activities have involved the Harrier aircraft based in Belize
and the Caribbean Guard Ship.

Our forward air controllers have practised their

skills directing the attacks of the Harrier aircraft on several occasions, in
both dry and live exercises.

The Caribbean guard ship has called in on 2

occasions in order to fire her guns on 7 Hills Range.

With both HMS Rothesay

and HMS Achilles we conducted very successful joint live firing exercises.
On one occasion we even managed a joint air OP shoot using the helicopter of
the frigate flown by a US Navy pilot.
Our skills as Gunners

have of coursebeen the focus for our main attention,

but we have also enjoyed

instruction ateach Combat Team

skills. We have enjoyed

learning aboutjungle survival, river crossings, firing

the GPMG, laying ambushes and that neglected martial art

location on infantry
of bayonet practice.

As is every soldiers lot, we have done our share of guards and camp fatigues
and also taken a turn in the static OPs at Cadenas, Cayo and Treetope. And
those runs each morning, they must get a mention.
So the Tigers look forward to returning to Colchester and we will take our
signs with us(they were surely the smartest in Belize).

We look forward to another

year of being your affiliated Battery and are grateful for all your help and
friendship whilst in Belize.

We have certainly benefited a great deal.

The 16th/5th Lancers in Belize
Our preparation for the tour was largely composed of fitness training, and
gunnery drills. However we did find time to go hunting for sun tan lotion and
swimming trunks. Preparations completed we deserted the remainder of the Regiment
in Bovington to head for the sun, sand and coconut trees of the Carribean.
The troop arrived in Holdfast Camp in mid March to be greeted by a very jovial
troop of 4th/7th Dragoon Guards who appeared to find much amusement in our arrival,
something we could not, at the time understand. The remainder of March was spent
settling in and getting to grips with various tasks.
April took the Royal Irish Rangers away from us, an excellent bunch with whom
we got on famously. To replace the Royal Irish Rangers came the 3rd Battalion,
The Royal Anglian Regiment. Their arrival completed the 'new' Cayo Combat Team
of 3 R ANGLIAN, 38 Battery, Royal Artillary and ourselves.
April also saw 3 of our 6 CVR(T)'s go off on long range patrol to the
area
north west of Orange Walk to the border of Mexico and Guatemala, these had
an
interesting time trying to read the map of the area; as a result of the tracks not
existing where stated and vice versa.
May saw the Combat Team deploy for the first time, sending four of our vehicles
into covert OP's for 36 hrs, of non stop nothing, we then in the remaining
phases
had enormous amounts of fun playing enemy to the remainder of the Combat Team. All
in all we had a tremendously jolly time.
The usual routine of short range patrols continued, visiting most of the villages
along the border, and trying out all local tracks. This has proved to be excellent
training for the drivers who are all of a very high standard due to the poor condition
of all tracks and most roads.
June was not so exciting, the only event to cause any raised eyebrows was
Captain Blyth's haircut which caused great amusement in the Officer's Mess and no
doubt the remainder of the Combat Team.
Pishing trips seemed to be the in thing during June and the Troop totalled
7

Barracuda

9

Jack's

6

Giant Mackerel

13 Others
There will no doubt be many photographs
probably displaying 301b Barracudas.

floating around back in UK with Lancers

July took the Troop down to Rideau via a 12hr RPL journey which was by no means
amusing, as there was nothing to pass the time. Recommendation- A Bar.
Once in Rideau we were split into three groups for 3 separate tasks. Firstly
to man the OP at Hunting Caye, which took two of the Troopers away for a few days
snorkelling and sunbathing, lively chaps. Secondly to contribute five men to a
jungle patrol, led by our illustrious leader Capt Gill who proved everyone wrong by
walking over 100m without stopping for either a cigarette or a Beliken. Our remaining
task was to man Cadenas OP for a week which proved to be very interesting and an
excellent break from the monotony of vehicle maintenance. It is also reassuring to
be able to see the 'enemy' as it is easy to go through a six month tour without
realising how close the threat is.
On returning from Rideau we only had a short time to prepare before we headed off
North again on another long range petrol.
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August took half of the Troop off on their feet, to participate in a Combat
Team escape and evasion exercise. Where we performed with mixed results. For the
remainder of August we can look forward to Ranges, shortly to be followed by PRE.
Once PRE is over we shall be "fresh out of months" and will be spending most of
our remaining time preparing the vehicles for handover.
Our stay in Belize has been a most enjoyable one for which we have C Coy
3 R ANGLIAN to thank for making us feel so at home and for being such a pleasure to
work with. I hope there will be many more occasions when we will meet perhaps on
16 th/5 th Lancer soil next time.
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SPORT AND LEISURE

The Second in Command, Major Tony Taylor hooks the ball fiercely for 4 during
his innings of 25 runs for HQ Company against Airport Camp Combat Team.

CSgt Luckman (left) with W02 Stannard on board the Battalion Speedboat at
Placentia, the Pompadour Leave Centre.
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